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ascend Travel up.
We had ascended 3 000 ft.

ascending Moving or going or growing upward.
The ascending plane.

ascent The act of changing location in an upward direction.
The ascent grew steeper.

boost Give a boost to be beneficial to.
He d had his wallet boosted in a bar.

climb A mountain hill or slope that is climbed.
The path climbed all the way to the top of the hill.

climbing The sport or activity of climbing mountains or cliffs.
His other great interest was climbing especially in the Alps.

elevate Raise the axis of (a piece of artillery) to increase its range.
He was elevated to Secretary of State.

elevator
Lifting device consisting of a platform or cage that is raised and lowered
mechanically in a vertical shaft in order to move people from one floor to
another in a building.
In the elevator she pressed the button for the lobby.

escalator
A clause in a contract that provides for an increase or a decrease in wages or
prices or benefits etc. depending on certain conditions (as a change in the cost
of living index.

high Highly.
I m on a permanent high these days.

hoist Raise or haul up.
Hoist a sail.

ladder With reference to tights or stockings develop or cause to develop a ladder.
Employees on their way up the career ladder.
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lift An act of lifting.
This is a hackneyed adventure lifted straight from a vintage Lassie episode.

mounting The action of mounting something.
He pulled the curtain rail from its mounting.

precipitate A substance precipitated from a solution.
I must apologize for my staff their actions were precipitate.

promote Of an additive act as a promoter of a catalyst.
They were promoted from the Third Division last season.

raise
Multiply a number by itself a specified number of times 8 is 2 raised to the
power 3.
With support for partner s bid suit you raise him to game in it.

rise Rise up.
Rise to a challenge.

risen (of e.g. celestial bodies) above the horizon.
The risen sun.

rising Advancing to maturity or high standing.
A rising market.

soar Fly by means of a hang glider.
When she heard his voice her spirits soared.

soaring Increasing rapidly above the usual level.
You may spy bighorn sheep and soaring eagles.

stairs A flight of stairs or a flight of steps.
stepladder A short folding ladder with flat steps and a small platform.

top The top or extreme point of something usually a mountain or hill.
The balloon cleared the tree tops.

uphill Sloping upwards.
He gave mountain biking clinics on handling steep uphills.

upstairs On or to an upper floor of a building.
An upstairs bedroom.

upward Directed up.
Upwardly mobile.

vertically (with reference to passage of diseases) from one generation to the next.
Vertically integrated companies.

zoom Cause a lens or camera to zoom in or out.
He jumped into his car and zoomed off.
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